
Tutima Glashütte’s flagship model creates 
a new style in the world of German watches. 

Right on cue for the off icial sales launch, Tutima presents the flagship 
model of its new watch family to the public: the SAXON ONE symbolises 
sportiness and toughness – and also delivers unmistakable aesthetics.

Even the name SAXON ONE heralds the start of a new timekeeping era: 
this striking chronograph exudes the immense vitality of the relaunch of 
the traditional brand that was founded in Glashütte in 1927. The unique de-
sign and 44 millimetre diameter of this watch have created a revolutionary
new style amongst the sophisticated timepieces in this price bracket.

In addition to a three-dimensional, pyramid-shaped case, the stainless steel 
watch boasts various other innovative details. The red reference marker on 
the rotating bezel is typical of Tutima, whilst the deliberately understated 
bezel enhances the exclusive character of this model. The chronograph’s 
pushers match the steel architecture and streamlined design perfectly.

A mechanical Tutima calibre 521 chronograph movement was chosen to 
power the watch. This means that in addition to a permanent 24-hour dis-
play, the SAXON ONE can also deliver the rare option of a sweep minute 
counter, which enables optimum reading of the minutes that have elapsed in 
each case. This in-house development was designed primarily with the new 
Tutima M2 model in mind. The M2 replaces the Tutima NATO Chronograph 
798 with Swiss Lemania calibre 5100, which is no longer produced.

Whether fitted with a luxurious alligator leather strap or a stainless steel 
bracelet – each with folding clasp – the SAXON ONE is the perfect com-
panion, not only on stylish occasions but at all times. 

TUTIMA 
SAXON ONE
STATEMENT IN STEEL

The heart of the chronograph 
is the proprietary designed 
Tutima calibre 521 with 
sweep minute counter.
The antique grey winding 
rotor features the Tutima 
seal in 750/000 fine gold.  
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